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On March 20-23, the 11th Specialized Exhibition for Beauty Industry - SuluExpo 2016
completed its work in Almaty. The Fair is considered International due to an international
team of exhibitors. The exhibition brought together participants from Russia, Poland,
Germany, Belarus, USA, Malaysia, Belgium and Kazakhstan.

During 4 days of the exhibition master classes, show demonstrations and seminars by leading
experts of beauty industry were presented. «TATTOO EXPO» organized by the tattoo studio
«Dark Horse» (Almaty) became a significant event in the framework of the exhibition.
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This year the exhibition was visited by beauty industry experts from regional centers of Kazakhstan such as: Karaganda, Taldykorgan,
Shymkent, Astana; from large and small cities and towns: Shakhtinsk, Kapchagay, Kaskelen, Ushkonyr, Issyk, Zhanaozen, Talgar.

Trade visitors from Russia, Poland, China, Korea and Kyrgyzstan were registered as well.

Organizers of SuluExpo exhibition are grateful
to companies for exhibiting and participating
in the exhibition events, i.e. training seminars,
workshops and shows.

- Thus Corneal Company (Russia) performed workshops on current topics of aesthetic
medicine and cosmetology for 3 days, and was awarded a certificate "For contribution to the development of
aesthetic medicine and cosmetology in Kazakhstan!"
- Design Studio of Yana Shistko (Kazakhstan) - the exclusive distributor of Nika Nagel brand in Kazakhstan and official
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hairstylist - Mahmudzhan Tursun.
- Fashionable and incredible hairdressing style was performed by the main expert and founder of Hair Tattoo in Kazakhstan - Didar Aliyev.

representative of Vivid Nails, performed interesting
master classes in various techniques of nail design,
presenting all advantages of the mentioned brands.
The company also was awarded a certificate "For
successful performance of workshops on nail
design"!
- The show of the Champions of extreme hairstyles
and fashion trends was performed by the team of
Kazakhstan Beauty Industry Association and
personally its president, expert, international class

- The leading hairstylists of Prosvirin Studio (Kazakhstan) performed a large-scale and training
show. Various length and configuration haircuts; methods of rapid haircuts and hair styling;
hairstyles for different hair length; hair braiding; collection of "transformer" haircuts were

performed by stylists: Alexander Churikov, Nataliya Kusch, Mohamed Mansi and of course the
main ideological mastermind - the OMC class judge and coach, coach of Kazakhstan's
hairdressing national team - Alexey Prosvirin!

- Unique master classes in art tattoo design were
performed at the stand of Dark Horse tattoo studio
(Kazakhstan) within 4 days of the show. Unique work

of the best tattoo artists in Almaty surprised the visitors with its beauty and realism.

The «Beauty Boss» lottery was traditionally held among heads of
enterprises of beauty industry. The prizes included: a leather barber chair
(Italy) - 340,100 KZT, WOOD lamp for skin diagnostics – 85,750 KZT, Spa
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Set - 51,450 KZT. The valuable prizes served as an additional incentive for experts to visit the
exhibition and specialized events. The winners of «Beauty Boss»: Derbisova Gulnar - Center of
aesthetic cosmetology, Almaty, won the barber chair. Kravchenko Alla - Sapphire beauty
salon in Almaty will take care of the skin of their customers using WOOD lamp. Svintsova
Dilara - Art & Beauty salon in Almaty became the owner of the spa procedures set!

Informational support: SPA media, Cosmetics and Medicine, Season of Beauty, Dobrogo
Zdorovia, Medestetik Press, Newme.kz, Msk-beauty.ru, Intense.pro, Exponet.ru, Spamedia. ru,
Cosmopress.ru, Zagranitca.com

In addition to regular exhibitors, completely new companies and brands for the first time presented their products in Kazakhstan:
- (Russia) .MagRuss - trading and manufacturing company of perfume and cosmetics that has contract manufacturing in Europe and Asia
- Ninza (Malaysia) manufacturer, exporter and owner of IUVENTUS brand, presented a wide range of personal care of economy and– a

premium classes for adults and children.
- Genesis Cosmetics (USA) manufacturer of equipment for aesthetic medicine.– a
- Dullberg (Germany) – manufacturer of fragrances for all areas of cosmetic industry:a
cosmetics, personal care products, household chemicals.
- Tanamera (Malaysia) manufacturer of natural spa products based on environmentally– a
friendly raw materials.
- Alanine (Belgium) manufacturer of essential oils in cosmetic industry.- a
- Seri Udani (Malaysia) - manufacturing and marketing of health and beauty products under
the trade mark SKINFINITI.
- Sphinx (Egypt) - an exclusive representative of Sphinx brand in perfume industry.

- LAMY Cosmetics (South Korea) – an official representative of the brand makeup: Renoma, GEO, Lafine, Mennen
- Fixhair (Russia) – an official representative of the new device for unique hair extension technology Fixhair.
- GRANI Sharpening Studio (Russia) - professional sharpening of hairdressing, manicure and pedicure tools, sales and
training.
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- Senwill (Malaysia) –- one of the largest and most well-known companies in Southeast Asia for
manufacture of cosmetic products for personal hygiene.
- LecoStyle (Russia) – an authorized distributor of BASF cosmetic raw materials in Russia,
Kazakhstan and Belarus. Supplier of raw materials for cosmetics, perfumery, household chemical
goods.
- Tenggara (Malaysia) - a subsidiary of a large corporation with a variety of activities, including
ONE DROP GROUP
- NOWE (Poland) - a manufacturer of HFR house and wardrobe fragrances visited the Fair as an
official visitor.

SuluExpo-Almaty 2016 exhibition is over now, and the organizers invite you to
the 12th SuluExpo-Astana 2016 exhibition to be held in Astana, 8-10 December 2016!

Please be reminded that since 2015 the Fair is being held twice a year
(in Astana and Almaty).

Follow the news on our website: and in all social networks!www.kazexpo.kz

Tel Fax 9./ : 8 (727) 250-75-19, 313-76-2

e-mail: kazexpo@kazexpo.kz
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